The Equidistant Method - a novel hip joint simulation algorithm for detection of femoroacetabular impingement.
A novel computerized algorithm for hip joint motion simulation and collision detection, called the Equidistant Method, has been developed. This was compared to three pre-existing methods having different properties regarding definition of the hip joint center and behavior after collision detection. It was proposed that the Equidistant Method would be most accurate in detecting the location and extent of femoroacetabular impingement. Five plastic pelves and ten plastic femora with modified acetabula and head-neck junctions, allowing for 50 different morphologic combinations, were examined, along with six cadaver hips. First, motions along anatomically relevant paths were performed. These motions were tracked by a navigation system and impingement locations were digitized with a pointer. Subsequently, previously generated 3D models of all the specimens, together with the recorded anatomic motion paths, were applied to all four simulation algorithms implemented in a diagnostic computer application. Collisions were detected within the motion paths, and the linear and angular differences regarding the location as well as the size of the detected impingement areas were compared and analyzed. The Equidistant Method detected impingement with significantly higher linear and angular accuracy compared to the other methods (p < 0.05). The size of the detected impingement area was smaller than that detected with the other methods, but this difference was not statistically significant. The increased accuracy of the Equidistant Method is achieved by implementing a dynamic hip joint center, more closely resembling the natural characteristics of the hip joint. Clinical application of this algorithm might serve as a diagnostic adjunct and support in the planning of joint-preserving surgery in patients with femoroacetabular impingement.